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Understanding words: 
from particles to waves
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Word Semantic 
Composition

High-level Semantic 
Features

Words Word  
Vectors

…

Qiuchi Li*, Benyou Wang*, Massimo Melucci. A Complex-valued Network for Matching. NAACL 2019, Best Explainable NLP Paper
Benyou Wang, Quantum formulations for language: understand words as particles, invited talk in Search Engines Amsterdam Meetup, 
University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands, Oct. 25th. 2019.



Some hints

• Contextualized word embedding [2] 
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Context: the neighboring words or a simpler case with only considering word position

For the same word, is there any possible connections between word vectors with 
individual context?

… A river bank … … A bank account …

… Blood bank ..

[1] Peters, Matthew E., et al. "Deep contextualized word representations." NAACL  2018 best paper.



Why word positions is important?
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Especially If the network structures are insensitive to the word positions but more 
efficient !



Position embedding (PE)
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 Like Word Embedding (WE), PE also admits a map from a position index to a n-
dimensional vector  
     
    A word  in pos-th position of a sentence is represented as 

     
     
 where WE is map from word index to  a n-dimensional vector .

ℕ → ℝn

wj
E(wj, pos) = WE(wj) + PE(pos) ∈ ℝn

ℕ → ℝn



PE
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Solution 1 (PE vanilla): 
Like word vectors, we just randomly initialize L independent vectors for each position 
and update them in a data-driven way. 

Problems: 
In this case, position embeddings are independent without considering their order.

A B C 
C B A 
A C B 
B C A 
…

The order of word vocabulary 
 does not matter ! 1 2 3 

3 2 1 
1 3 2  
…  

The order of position 
 does matter !

Gehring, Jonas, et al. "Convolutional sequence to sequence learning." ICML 2017.



TPE (Trigonometric PE)
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Solution 2 (TPE): 
Fixed embedding to capture relative distance: 
                   

                
Such that the model to easily learn to attend by relative positions, since for any fixed 
offset k,  can be represented as a linear function of . 

Problems: 
Can not be trained !  Because it can not have potential to capture relative distance 
after training.

PE′ 2k( ⋅ , pos) = sin(pos/100002k/dmodel)
PE′ 2k+1( ⋅ , pos) = cos(pos/100002k/dmodel)

PEpos+k PEpos

Vaswani, Ashish, et al. "Attention is all you need." NIPS 2017.



Problem

• The current position embedding either 
can capture relative relationship or be 
trainable! 

• We want to propose a position embedding 
that can be both trainable and capture 
relative relationship
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Word vectors to word functions
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Extending embedding from a vector to a continuous function over variable the 
position (pos)  

Technically,    To          𝑓: (𝑁, 𝑁 )  𝑅𝑘  𝒇: (𝑵 )  𝑮{𝒈; 𝒈:𝑵 𝑹𝒌}

Word index position index

Now the question becomes how to decide the function



Desiderata for word functions
Now, for a specific word w, we have to get it embedding over all the 
positions, namely a function  𝒈𝒘,d:𝑵 𝑹𝒌

Property 1: Position-free relative-distance transformation 
The word/position indexes are invisible in neural networks. It is easier if all the 
transformation pairs (move a word from one position to another one)

 
correspond to a same n-offset-transformation without considering the start 
position.

[gw,d(1) → gw,d(n + 1), gw,d(2) → gw,d(n + 2), ⋯, gw,d(L) → gw,d(n + L)]

Property 2: Boundedness  
The function  should be bounded, in order to model long enough sentence𝒈𝒘,d

The first property make the problem much simper and can be feasible to solve



Property 1
Problem: We consider  the simplest case when the n-offset transformation 

 

Which transform one from pos-th position to (pos+n) position to be linear. 

 

Solution: It is trivial to get the following solution (proof in the paper): 

 

Result:  is the parameters and  [1], such that 

f(n) : g(pos) → g(n + pos)

gw,d(pos)fw,d(n1)fw,d(n2) = gw,d(pos)fw,d(n1 + n2)

fw,d(n) = zn
1

z1 gw,d(0) = z2

gw,d(pos) = z2zpos
1 ;

12[1]  are related to the word index and position index, but superscripts are ignored for simplicity z1, z2



Property 2
To make  to be bounded: 

 

In real-domain, we necessary consider the extra constraint with some costs. 

But if we extend  in complex domain ( ), it is easier. 

For example,  

gw,d(pos)
gw,d(pos) = z2zpos

1 ; subject to  |z1 | ≤ 1

z1 x = α + βi = reiθ

i = i; i2 = − 1; i3 = − i; i4 = 1; ⋯
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Property 2
To make  to be bounded: 

 

In real-domain, we necessary consider the extra constraint with some costs. 

But if we extend  in complex domain ( ), it is easier. 

For example,  

Let  

We directly make , get  

gw,d(pos)
gw,d(pos) = z2zpos

1 ; subject to  |z1 | ≤ 1

z1 x = α + βi = reiθ

i = 1; i2 = − 1; i2 = − 1; i3 = − i; i4 = 1; ⋯

z1 = r1eiθ1; z2 = r2eiθ2

gw,d(pos) = z2zpos
1 = r2eiθ2(r1eiθ1)pos = r2r

pos
1 ei(θ2+θ1pos) subject to  |r1 | ≤ 1

r1 = 1
gw(pos) = r2ei(θ2+θ1pos)
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The proposed embedding
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Our definition: 
A word in pos-th position is represented as 

[rj,1ei(ωj,1pos+θj,1), . . . , rj,2ei(ωj,2pos+θj,2), ⋯, rj,Dei(ωj,Dpos+θj,D)]

where each dimension like d has an amplitude  , and a unique period of . 

i is the imaginary number.

Based on Euler’s formula (i.e. ), each element can be 
rewritten as: 

rj,d pj,d =
2π
ωj,d

eix = cos x + i sin x

gj,k = rj,dcos(ωj,dpos + θj,d) + rj,dsin(ωj,dpos + θj,d)i



Link to TPE
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TPE definition:  
 

 

It can be considered as a specific case of ours when  

  

  

  is the element-wise multiplication 

We argue that our proposed embedding is more general.

g′ j,k = WE′ ( j, ⋅ ) + PE′ ( ⋅ , pos)
PE′ 2k( ⋅ , pos) = sin(pos/100002k/dmodel);
PE′ 2k+1( ⋅ , pos) = cos(pos/100002k/dmodel)

ω⋅,d =
1

10000d/2dmodel)
gj,k = WE( j) ⊙ (cos(ωj,dpos) + i sin(ωj,dpos))
gj,k = WE( j) ⊙ (PE′ 2k( ⋅ , pos)+iPE′ 2k( ⋅ , pos))
⊙



Example of proposed embedding
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3-dimensional  complex  embedding for a single word in different positions. The 
three wave functions (setting the initial phases as zero) show the real part of the 
embedding. The x-axis denotes the absolute position of a word and the y-axis 
denotes the value of each element in its word vector.  Colours mark different 
dimensions of the embedding. The three cross points between the functions and 
each vertical line (corresponding to a specific position pos) represent the 
embedding for this word in the pos-th position. 



Words as  waves
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Word functions for ‘I' Word functions for ‘Iove’ Word functions for ‘Copenhagen’

For the sentence  ‘I love Copenhagen’

‘I’ is in the 1st position ‘Iove’  is 2nd ‘Copenhagen’ is 3th



Talking is cheap !
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Applications

• For general neural networks 
• Complex valued neural networks [1,2] 
• Concat real and imaginal -part embedding 

• For Transformer 
•   Complex Transformer
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Trabelsi, Chiheb, et al. "Deep complex networks." arXiv preprint arXiv:1705.09792 (2017). ICLR 2018 
Wolter, Moritz, and Angela Yao. "Complex gated recurrent neural networks." NIPS 2018.



Performance -1
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In text classification

Superscripts §,†,‡and∗mean a significant improvement over a baseline without position embeddings§, PE†, TPE‡and Complex-vanilla∗using Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test p<0.05

Complex vanilla setting refers to the complex-valued word embedding as below: 

Wang, Benyou, et al. "Semantic Hilbert Space for Text Representation Learning." The World Wide Web Conference. ACM, 2019. 

Li, Qiuchi, et al. "Quantum-Inspired Complex Word Embedding." Proceedings of The Third Workshop on Representation Learning for NLP. 2018.



Performance -2
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In machine translation

In language model



Take-away messages

• Extending word vectors to word functions 
• First formal explanation for Trigonometric PE 
• First embedding can trained to trade off 

word information and position information 
• Complex-valued attention in Transformer 
•
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       QA



Anything With BERT?
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Just replace the word embedding layer with ours 
or use our complex Transformer

Devlin, Jacob, et al. "BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding.” NAACL best 
long paper 2019.



Parameter scale
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For the proposed embedding, there are  parameters in total: 
 for each , ,  . 

Initialized phase can be ignored since it is empirically not working.

Two sharing schemas to share parameters:
word-sharing :  
dimension-sharing : 

Then we can get reasonable parameter scale.

[rj,1ei(ωj,1pos+θj,1), . . . , rj,2ei(ωj,2pos+θj,2), ⋯, rj,Dei(ωj,Dpos+θj,D)]
3 × |V | × D

|V | × D rj,d ωj,d θj,d

ωj,d = ω⋅,d
ωj,d = ωj,⋅



Parameter scale

• In transformer
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Time Cost
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Computing time (second per epoch) on TITAN X GPU



PE in GCN
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GCN also encode structural information (more advanced than positional level) inherently as part of the model, which 
makes redundant any additional encoding of positional information at the embedding level.


